
Paper 1: Reading 
Exercise four 

Total: 6 marks



Description of the exercise 

• You will read a text then answer 6 multiple choice questions. 

• There are three options to choose between. 

• Each question is worth one mark. 

• The text is maybe taken form a blog, website or an article. 



You will be assessed on your ability to:

1. Identify main ideas in the text 

2. Understand attitudes and opinions expressed

3. Demonstrate understanding of implied meaning



Skimming and Scanning 

• Skim the text to get the main idea. 

• Read the opening carefully and analyze the options. 

• Underline key points and focus on the most important parts!

• Look for paraphrased wording! Exact wording is usually incorrect. 

• Read through the text and scan for key words in the text. 



Students might struggle choosing the right answer 
on a multiple choice test because: 

• The right answer could be expressed in different ways. 

• Quality multiple choice questions are written in a way that requires 
higher order thinking, synthesizing information and inferencing. 



The design of some multiple choice 
questions

• Some multiple choice questions are constructed in a manner that all 
choices will seem plausible since they are meant to test your critical 
thinking skills and your reasoning. 

• This is why multiple choice questions will usually ask you to find the 
best answer instead of the right or the correct answer. 



1. The opening, problem to be solved, a question asked or an 
incomplete statement to be completed.

• The options which are the possible answers that you are supposed to 
choose from. 

Multiple choice questions consist of:





How distractors are designed in multiple choice 
tests…











All the wrong options are in the passage. They are 
mentioned word by word. Usually the correct answer 
in paraphrased. 



Answers that are not stated in the passage 
implicitly or explicitly are incorrect. 



Your thinking is out of scope!









The circled words are examples of extreme 
distractors!

*The only way one of these choices 
would be correct if it was supported by 
the passage. 

*Be careful when you find extreme 
distractors and test them out because, 
most likely, they are incorrect. 


